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Executive Summary
• This report should be viewed as a wake-up call to all who are involved in supporting family 

medicine 

• Family doctors have the lowest Net Promoter Score for any profession that the researchers 

who conducted this survey have ever seen

• This NPS issue has clear and objective root causes, and it is clearly and objectively 

causing a:

• Supply issue of family physicians in Ontario

• Negative impact to the quality of patient care

• There are 5 clear, priority causes of their dissatisfaction; 4 of them are admin 

burden/systemic in nature.

• +1,300 family doctors were surveyed

This report is a call-to-action from professionals 

who desperately need support, advocacy and empathy.



Quantitative Research on the Impact 

of Administrative Burden on Family 

Medicine 2023:  Detailed Results



Critical Challenges

CONFIDENTIAL PAGE 4

These are prevailing pain points with widespread agreement and should be addressed across the board.

Q24. Below  is a list of opinions w e have heard from physicians about the challenges they face as a family physician. Please indicate the extent to w hich you agree or disagree these statements reflect signif icant pain points for you/your practice. 

Q25.Below  are the statements you agreed w ith as they relate to challenges you face as a family physician.  What w ould you say are the biggest pain points you experience at the practice level? Please rank the top THREE (3) things you f ind 

most challenging, w ith ONE (1) being the most challenging. Base: Total Sample (n=1,343)



40%

Largest Critical Challenges need priority 
focus. 
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Administrative burden is the largest challenge impacting family doctors’ day-to-day work life: two-fifths of their working hours are dedicated to administrative tasks.

Q14. On average, how  many hours do you w ork each w eek?  Please consider all hours you spend on your practice, including the t ime you actively see patients as w ell as the time you are not seeing patients but conducting tasks related to 

being a family physician. 

Q15. Out of that total number of w ork hours, on average how  many hours per w eek do you spend on:

Base: Total Sample (n=1,343)

Physicians work on average 47.7 hours per 

week; 40% of those hours are currently being 
spent on administrative tasks

Net: 19.1 hours



Manageable Time on Administrative Tasks
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In an ideal world, family doctors envision spending HALF the time they do now on administrative tasks.

Q14. On average, how  many hours do you w ork each w eek?  Please consider all hours you spend on your practice, including the time you actively see patients as w ell as the time you are not seeing patients but conducting tasks related to 

being a family physician. 

Q15. Out of that total number of w ork hours, on average how  many hours per w eek do you spend on:

Q16. And in an average w eek, what would realistically be the ideal number of hours you w ould spend on:

Base: Total Sample (n=1,343)

Ideally, Family Physicians 

expect to spend about 
HALF that on admin 

tasks, or 18% of their 

time.

3 1
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12
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Current Ideal

Time Spent on Administrative Tasks
(# of hours worked per week)

Managing inbox and patient-related administrative workload

Writing notes (e.g., sick notes) or completing forms (e.g., insurance) for patients

Operational administrative tasks

Net:

19.1 hours
Net:

8.4 
hours



Most concerning, this has led to a crisis situation for the future of the family physician 
profession: family physicians are feeling VERY unlikely to recommend a career in family 
medicine. 
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This crisis is present across ALL Family 

Physicians: regardless of age, tenure, 

patient type, location.

NPS for practice model also shows 

consistent discontent. Those working in 

FHT-FHNs are slightly higher than 

average at -62. FHT-FHOs are -70 

(though a very small sample size). 

Neither is an NPS reflective of 

satisfaction.

NPS*
(% Promoters – 
% Detractors)

Age Career Stage Gender Identity**

<35 yrs 35-54 yrs 55+ yrs
10 years 

or less

11 to 24 

years

25+ 

years
Man Woman

Base (n) 309 746 283 662 406 275 419 873

Column Name A B C D E F G H

-72 -73 -60 -72 -77 -55 -67 -70

Q17. On a scale of 0 to 10, w here 0 is “I definitely w ill not recommend” and 10 is “I definitely w ill recommend”, how  likely are you to recommend a career as a family physician to other people, if  asked? 

Base: Total Sample (n=1,343)

*NPS (Net Promoter Score) is a representation of positivity and enthusiasm felt about a brand/service ranging from -100 to 100. It is calculated as follow s: % of Promoters (likelihood to recommend=9-10) minus % of Detractors (likelihood 

to recommend=1-6), **Sample size too small to report Non-binary/Nonconforming (n=9)

-70

NPS= -100 to -51

NPS= -50 to 50

NPS= 51 to 100

NPS* (Net Promoter Score) for the 

Family Physician Profession



Future Looks Dire
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Specifically, two-thirds of family doctors are planning to make a change or leave the career in the next 5 years.

12

8

11

16

10

6

3

15
13

I'm comfortable

where I am

Hope to advance in

the same career path

/ grow practice

I'm unsure Hope to pursue other

areas of FM and

reduce time in family

practice

Hope to pursue other

areas of FM and

leave family practice

Hope to take on a

leadership role and

reduce time in direct

patient care

Hope to be practicing

in a different practice

model

Hope to reduce

overall work hours /

work part-time

Hope to no longer be

practicing / be retired

Q19. Where do you envision your career to be w ithin the next f ive years?

Base: Total Sample (n=1,343)

Staying as is/Growing: 20% Making a change/Leaving: 65%

Next 5 years of career 
(% selected)



Quadrant Map – Potential Solutions
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Niche

Winners

Rethink

Interesting but Less 

Compelling

Q30. Idea Screening task: On the next few  screens we are going to show  you some ideas for potential solutions and w ould like to know  w hich solutions, if  implemented, w ould help you to excel and thrive in your practice. If the idea presented 

w ould immediately improve your practice, select the  or sw ipe right. If  the idea presented w ould not immediately improve your practice, select the X or sw ipe left. After you select two ideas that w ould immediately improve your practice, you w ill 

be asked to tell us w hich ONE w ould have the most immediate impact. 

Base: Total Sample (n=1,343)

Simpler, more streamlined EMR

Increased allied health supports for 
triaging

Standardized and shorter outgoing forms/referrals
Better filtered, shorter incoming 

messages

Simpler, shorter, and more streamlined 
insurance / social program / benefit forms

Better communication with pharmacies 
about prescription protocol

Increased compensation for 
family physicians for the time 

spent on paperwork

Centralized referral and wait 
list process, triaged by need

A medical scribe

Better / easier access to mental 
health services for patients

Better / easier access to 
mental health services for …

Increased funding / financial support for 
administrative tasks (e.g., filling out paperwork, etc.)

More information / resources on 
the business aspects of practice

Easier billing processes

Locum matching service



Top 2 Box 

(Strongly/ 

Somewhat 

Agree)

Developing solutions to reduce high administrative burden 95

Advocating to the OMA/SGFP on FP remuneration 94

Advocating for streamlined medical forms and requisitions 92

Advocating for a centralized referral & wait list process, triaged by need. 89

Advocating for improvements to EMRs, incl. standards & integration 85

Identifying potential new models of primary care to fit today's population & provider needs. 84

Helping shape team-based care solutions to support a broad range of patient needs. 82

Advocating for incentives to support FPs to practice in underserved communities 79

Providing education on emerging issues like the COVID-19 Community of Practice (COP). 73

Helping advance regional hubs for FPs to facilitate sharing of provincial supports & local planning. 69

Family Physicians WANT OCFP to be involved in advocating for them.  They STRONGLY agree OCFP 
should be advocating on their behalf and helping develop solutions to the burden they are facing.  
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83

84

76

72

58

58

50

50

41

38

12

10

17

17

27

26

32

29

32

31

Strongly agree Somewhat agree

Q33. How  much do you agree or disagree that the OCFP should be involved in the follow ing?

Base: Total Sample (n=1,343)

Agreement with OCFP involvement
(% selected)
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